rectangle, e.g. signifies that the incidentfwith spectrum 40-70 GHz has
a peak that decays in the Lorentz model cL at an exponential rate that
varies from 709-868/m. The dashed curve shows this is within the
range [T,
of 508-1247/m for EL. This example and the seven
others in Fig. 3 verify the 5 e x p ( - r x ) prediction for peaks. The
spectrum for the small, marked rectangle is 4-6 GHz. Linearity and
Fig. 3 thereby yield two four-parameter families of examples of peaks
that decay faster than exp(-r.r), with bandwidths over three and four
octaves.
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Conclusions: In this Letter a practical model of pulses in far-field,
lossy materials is used to show that exponential decay is typical. This
is verified by many numerical examples, with bandwidths up to four
octaves. Two other numerical observations have not yet been
explained by analysis. First, analysis has not explained why
e x p ( - 2 y x ) is a bound in Fig. 2. Secondly, the local exponential
decay rates of energies and peaks are within bounds suggested, but not
yet predicted, by analysis. The analytical results in this Letter,
however, are all numerically verified.
A consequence of recent, practical interest is that algebraic decay no
longer seems to be a useful design principle for radar penetration of farfield, lossy clutter. Although algebraic decay might be recovered from
exponential decay in a mathematical limit w,in + 0, this would not
escape the real difficulties of low radiation efficiency and low resolution
posed by near-DC signals.
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decay is -&I/€ = - d[ln &(x)]/dx. This is - 1 times the x-dependent
slope (in dB/cm) of &(x) when graphed in dB. Thus, -&I/€ is the local
exponential decay rate of &. For the pulses of Figs. 1 and 2, the
computed -&I/&
varies from 1185-1257/m (51-55 dB/cm) for the
first 60 dB of energy attenuation. This is in the range [ 2 y , 2 y ] of
101&1485/m ( 4 4 6 4 dB/cm) suggested but not yet predicted by
theory.
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P for the first 60dB of peak-power attenuation. The large, marked
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Conclusions: In this Letter a practical model of pulses in far-field,
lossy materials is used to show that exponential decay is typical. This
is verified by many numerical examples, with bandwidths up to four
octaves. Two other numerical observations have not yet been
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decay rates of energies and peaks are within bounds suggested, but not
yet predicted, by analysis. The analytical results in this Letter,
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A consequence of recent, practical interest is that algebraic decay no
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escape the real difficulties of low radiation efficiency and low resolution
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